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Abstract

Photo-induced birefringence of spirooxazine (6 0-piperidino-1,3,3-trimethylspiro[indolino-2,3 0-[3H]naphtha-[2,1-

b][1,4]oxazine] in poly(methyl methacrylate) films pre-irradiated by ultraviolet light was investigated as a function of

He–Ne laser (632.8 nm) pumping-beam intensity. A phenomenological model, taking photo-orientation and photo-

isomerization into account, is in good agreement with the measurements. This material exhibited a competing process

between photo-orientation and photo-isomerization. The photo-orientation is predominant when the power density of

He–Ne beam is lower; while the photo-isomerization is dominant at relatively high power density of He–Ne beam. In

terms of these effects, a comparison between (s,s) and (s,p) holographic gratings optically recorded by He–Ne laser of

632.8 nm in this composite film pre-irradiated by UV light was also investigated.
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1. Introduction

Spirooxazines (SOs) and spiropyrans (SPs) are

typical organic compounds exhibiting photochro-
ed.
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mism. Recently, photochromism of SOs has been

the subject of considerable research interest [1–7].

Compared to SPs, SOs show better fatigue resist-

ance and photostability [8,9], which provides a

possibility of practical applications in lenses of
variable optical density, displays, filters and opti-

cal-memory devices. Photochromic feature of

SOs and SPs arises from carbon–oxygen

(Cspiro–O) bond cleavage of the colorless spiro

form upon UV-light excitation and subsequent

isomerization to colored open forms which are

called photomerocyanines (PMCs). PMCs can

revert to the initial spiro forms thermally or pho-
tochemically. SOs are transparent with low non-

linear optical properties, while PMCs are blue

and highly non-linear because of their non-centre

symmetry and electron conjugation (bl < 0) [10].

Just like azo molecules, PMC molecules will con-

tinue to absorb the polarized writing beam as

long as a component of their electric dipole mo-

ment lies in the direction of polarization of the
beam. After several PMC–SO–PMC recycles

accompanied by UV irradiation, an accumulation

of molecules aligned perpendicularly to the

pumping beam polarization direction occurs

[11]. The macroscopic equilibrium state becomes

anisotropic, resulting in photo-induced birefrin-

gence. Studying the dynamics of the photo–in-

duced birefringence can give information about
the orientation dynamics of the dye molecules

in the poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) ma-

trix, which is of fundamental importance for de-

vice development [12]. Photo-induced

birefringence is used successfully in polarization

holography, because it allows recording of the

interference of two waves with orthogonal polar-

izations. Polarization holography [13] provides
many significant advantages such as the possibil-

ity of selecting only the diffracted beam and the

capability of recording holographic information

of different objects on a specific area of the

recording media simply by changing the direction

of polarization of the recording beams [14], i.e.,

high-density optical storage. Previously, most

studies of optical information storage in spiroox-
azines focused on UV, Ar+ and CO2 laser holo-

graphic recording [15–17]. However, little

attention has been given to photo-induced biref-
ringence and polarization holographic recording

for spirooxazines with red light, which will be

of great importance for practical applications.

This paper describes in detail the results of

investigation of photo-induced birefringence with
pumping light of 632.8 and holographic recordings

(s, s and s, p) at 632.8 for 6 0-piperidino-1,3,3-tri-

methylspiro[indolino-2,30-[3H]naphtha-[2,1-b][1,4]-

oxazine doped PMMA films pre-irradiated by UV

light.
2. Experiment

2.1. Materials and film preparation

The chemical structures of 6 0-piperidino-1,3,

3-trimethylspiro[indolino-2,3 0-[3H]naphtha-[2,1-b]

[1,4]oxazine (SO-1) and the corresponding UV-in-

duced photomerocyanine (PMC) are shown in

Fig. 1. SO-1 was synthesized with microwave irra-
diation [18]. Commercially available PMMA was

used without further purification. Both SO-1 and

PMMA were dissolved in CHCl3 and then cast

on a clean glass substrate. After the solvent evap-

orated, the composite film was obtained and used

for measurements of photo-induced birefringence

and for polarization holographic recording. The

pre-set dye concentration was 5.0 wt% and typical
film thickness was 10±1 lm measured with a Pre-

cision Ellipsometer.
2.2. UV–Vis spectra

The UV–Vis spectra were measured using a Per-

kin–Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer with a

range of 190–3200 nm. Typical UV–Vis spectra of

PMMA film containing SO-1 and the correspond-

ing UV-induced PMC are shown in Fig. 2, as

dashed lines and dotted lines, respectively. Ther-

mal relaxation of PMC in darkness (25 �C) is also
shown (solid lines). The inset is the absorption

coefficient at 633 nm as a function of the time

the UV light is switched off. After about 4 hours

the film still contains many PMC molecules. The

decoloration dynamic at 633 nm was fitted by

the following equation:
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of SO-1 and corresponding UV-induced PMC form.
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At � A1

A0 � A1

� �
¼ � t

s
;

where At, A0 and A1 are the absorbencies at
k = 633 nm at times t, zero and infinity, respec-

tively. A value of s = 45 min is obtained. The char-

acteristic spectral bands at 365 nm correspond to
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Fig. 2. UV–Vis spectrum of PMMA film doped with 5 wt%

SO-1 (dotted line), the corresponding spectrum after UV-

induced isomerization of SO-1 to PMC (dashed line) and

changes in the absorbance spectra of PMC in darkness (solid

lines). The inset is the absorption coefficient at 633 nm

according to the time the UV light is switched off. The square

dots are the experimental measurements. The solid line is the

theoretical fit.
the p–p* electronic transition for both SO-1 and

PMC, while the absorption near 633 nm corre-

sponds to the n–p* electronic transition and inter-
molecular charge-transfer of PMC [19].
2.3. Optical setup

For the photo-induced birefringence measure-

ments, two laser beams were nearly parallel inci-

dent to the sample, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The

major elements of the experimental apparatus were
a linearly polarized He–Ne laser (632.8 nm) pump-

ing beam and a linearly polarized double-fre-

quency Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) probe beam. A

mercury arc lamp (125 mW) provided homoge-

nous, incoherent light at 365 nm, to irradiate the

sample. And the power density of the mercury

arc lamp at the sample location is about 1 mW/

cm2. A half-wave plate allowed rotation of the
pumping-beam polarization axis. Samples were

placed between two crossed polarizers in the path

of the probe beam, at the point of intersection with

the pumping beam. The diameters of the two laser

beams are both about 0.3 cm. Probe beam trans-

mittance was registered on a CCD (sensitive region

from 350 to 900 nm) and the resulting signal was

acquired by a computer. Fig. 3(b) shows the opti-
cal configuration for holographic recording with



Fig. 3. (a) Experimental configuration for photo-induced birefringence accompanied by UV-light irradiation. (b) Experimental

configuration for the recording of holographic gratings by two He–Ne beams with parallel or orthogonal polarization.
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two parallel or orthogonal polarized beams. The

intersecting angle between the two beams was set

at approximately 10�.
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Fig. 4. The transmittance of 532 nm (double-frequency of Nd:

YAG laser) versus exposure time with the pumping light (632.8

nm) of 10 mW and the polarization angles between 532 nm laser

beam and the He–Ne beam of 45�. Curve a: UV light and He–

Ne beams are both on until point A. Curve b: He–Ne laser

beam is switched off. Curve c: UV light is switched off.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Polarized-light induced birefringence in UV-

irradiated films

PMMA films containing photochromic SO-1

were exposed to UV irradiation at 365 nm and

pumping at 632.8 nm. Probe-beam transmittance

result is shown in Fig. 4. Because PMC absorbs

at 532 nm, the probe-beam power was held at
0.1 mW, incident on the sample with a beam area

of 0.07 cm2. The polarization angle between the

pumping and probe beams was 45�.
The film was exposed to UV irradiation until

maximal coloration was observed, at which point

no transmittance signal was detected, indicating

random PMC orientation in the film. Then, at time

zero in Fig. 4, with the UV source still on, the
pumping beam was turned on (10 mW He–Ne

power) and the measured transmittance increased

rapidly to a maximum value, then decreased grad-
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Fig. 5. The equilibrium transmittance of 532 nm laser versus

the He–Ne power density with the polarization angles between

532 nm laser beam and the He–Ne beam of 45�. The square

dots are the experimental values. The solid line is the theoretical

fit.
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ually to a fixed value (point A) (curve a). When the

pumping beam was turned off, while the UV

source remained on, the transmittance decreased

further and approached a constant value at point

B (curve b). Alternatively, when the UV source
was turned off at point A, and the pumping beam

remained on, the measured transmittance de-

creased gradually to point C (curve c).

These experimental observations can be ex-

plained as follows:

SO-1ðisotropicÞ ¢
UV light

He–Ne beam
PMCðisotropicÞ

¢
He–Ne beam

thermally
PMCðantisotropicÞ

PMC has an extremely large dipole moment be-

cause of its ionic form, while the dipole moment
of SO-1 is relatively small [10,20,21]. Hence, the

birefringence induced by the orientation of SO-1

is neglected. And the dark time (45 min) is so long

that thermal relaxation from PMC to SO-1 is ig-

nored. The nearly instantaneous increase to maxi-

mum transmittance is attributed to the rapid

reorientation of PMC induced by the linearly

polarized He–Ne pumping beam. At the same
time, the He–Ne laser also drives conversion of

PMC to SO-1. However, the UV light drives the

competing reverse reaction of SO-1 to PMC. The

PMC molecules will continue to absorb the He–

Ne pumping beam as long as a component of its

electric dipole moment lies in the direction of the

polarization of the beam competing with the ther-

mal randomization. Eventually, chemical species
equilibrium between SO-1 and PMC and reorien-

tation equilibrium for PMC molecules are reached

at point A in Fig. 4. When He–Ne laser is turned

off at point A, incoherent UV light drives the

remaining SO-1 molecules to PMC with random

orientation. Also, the PMC molecules initially ori-

ented by the linearly polarized He–Ne beam are

randomized thermally. Consequently, the trans-
mittance decreases gradually to point B. The trans-

mittance at point B is not to zero, which is

attributed to residual PMC molecules that are

trapped by the PMMA matrix and keep their ori-

entation. When the UV light is switched off at

point C with the He–Ne laser still on, most of
the PMC molecules are transformed to SO-1 by

the pump radiation and also randomized ther-

mally, so a similar result is observed.

To investigate the dependence of photo-induced

birefringence on He–Ne laser intensity, the power
density of He–Ne laser was varied from 0/0.07 to

35/0.07 mW/cm2. The mercury arc lamp was held

constant at 125 mW. Fig. 5 shows the measured

values of equilibrium birefringence as a function

of the He–Ne power density (square dots). With

increasing He–Ne power density, equilibrium

birefringence rises at first and then drops gradu-

ally. These observations can be explained as the
result of a competing process between photo-ori-

entation and photo-isomerization induced by

He–Ne laser.

There are two main factors affecting the varia-

tion of the equilibrium birefringence. One is the

efficiency of He–Ne pumping beam, and the other

is the total number of PMC molecules at the equi-

librium state. When the total number of PMC
molecules at the equilibrium state is considered

constant, Blanche�s ‘‘two-layer model’’ [22] is suit-

able for experiment. The photo-induced birefrin-

gence (Dn) increases with the intensity of the

pumping beam in the region of relatively low

He–Ne intensity. The higher the He–Ne laser
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Fig. 6. The first-order diffractive signal of the holographic

gratings pre-irradiated by UV-light versus time with the same

(I) or different (II) polarized recording beams. The inset is the

magnification of curve (II).
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intensity, the higher the number of PMC molecules

that are aligned with the beam polarization. The

behavior of Dn can be described by the following

phenomenological equation [22],

Dn ¼ aeIB
1þ eI

;

where a is the maximum photo-induced birefrin-

gence, e is the efficiency with which the light
induces birefringence, I is the intensity of the

He–Ne beam and B is the concentration of the

PMC molecules, which is in proportion to the total

number of PMC molecules. However, Dn tends to

be constant at relatively high pumping intensity

because there is a saturation when all molecules

are aligned. At this time, it should be taken into

account that the total number of PMC molecules
at the equilibrium state is changed by He–Ne laser.

AðSO-1Þ ¡
RAðkAÞ

RBðkbÞ;RT

BðPMCÞ

� dB
dt

¼ RBB� RAAþ RTB

¼ RBB� RAA0 þ RABþ RTB;

where A is the concentration of the SO-1 mole-

cules, RA and RB are the photochemical rate con-

stants for the colorless (SO-1) and colored (PMC)

forms, and RT is the rate constant for thermal con-

version of B to A. Ri is proportional to the light

intensity (J cm�2 s�1) at wavelength ki, A0 is the to-
tal concentration of all the dye species, satisfying

A0 ¼ AðtÞ þ BðtÞ:

When the photo-equilibrium is reached,

dB
dt

¼ 0:

And the concentration of the PMC molecules is

determined by:

B ¼ RAA0

RA þ RB þ RT
¼ c

I þ b
:

b and c are simplified constant as RA, A0 and RT

are constant in this experiment. The higher the

He–Ne intensity, the fewer the total number of

PMC molecules at the equilibrium state. That is,
the photo-isomerization from PMC to SO-1 is pre-

dominant when the power density of He–Ne beam

is higher; while the photo-orientation is dominant

at relatively low power density of He–Ne beam.

Hence, when the two main factors are both taken
into account, the behavior of Dn can be described

as the following equation,

Dn ¼ aeI
1þ eI

� c
I þ b

:

The result of such a fit is also presented in Fig. 5

(solid line). The model is in relatively good agree-

ment with the measurements.

3.2. Polarization holographic recording accompa-

nied by UV-light irradiation

Kakichashvili and Shaverdova [23] reported

that materials which present photo-anisotropy

(Weignert effect [24]) could be used in the record-

ing of the interference of two coherent non-parallel

polarized overlapping beams. They termed this

recording as polarization holography. In this case,

the resulting light field is not modulated in inten-

sity, but a similar pattern of information is created
by means of the polarization states which are mod-

ulated consequently to the optical path difference

[25].
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Fig. 6 shows the first-order diffractive signal of

the holographic gratings recorded by two He–Ne

beams in the same(s,s) (I) or different (s,p) (II)

polarization. The inset of Fig. 6 is the magnifica-

tion of curve (II). The sample was initially exposed
to the UV excitation beam, until maximal coloring

occurred, then separately exposed to two parallel

or orthogonal polarized He–Ne beams (632.8

nm) of 10 mW. Each beam acts as both writing

beam and reading beams. The Nd:YAG laser is

not used to read the holographic gratings in order

to reduce unnecessary loss of diffraction efficiency.

The first-order diffractive signal of the holographic
gratings was received by CCD. On turning on the

He–Ne laser, the diffractive signal rapidly reaches

a maximum value, and then drops slowly to a

steady value. Scalar (s,s) gratings are formed by

both the isomerization from PMC to SO-1 and

the orientation of PMC molecules, which result

in the formations of isomerization and orientation

gratings, respectively. A competing process occurs
between the isomerization gratings and the orien-

tation gratings after UV pre-irradiation. The dif-

fraction efficiency rapidly reaches the maximum

value when the two competitive gratings create

the optimal proportion. Continuing the illumina-

tion of He–Ne laser, the orientation gratings are

weakened with a decrease of the number of PMC

molecules. Eventually, the isomerization gratings
predominate in the film and the value of diffraction

efficiency tends to be steady value. For (s,p) grat-

ings, the diffractive signal is only created by forma-

tion of orientation grating for PMC and erased by

thermal randomization and decreasing population

of PMC, which is transformed to SO-1 by the He–

Ne beam. So the diffraction efficiency of (s,p) grat-

ings is lower than that of (s,s) gratings. The diffrac-
tion efficiency of (s,p) gratings drops almost to

zero at time 140 s. However, the polarization holo-

graphic gratings contain multi-information, such

as phase, amplitude and polarization, which will

promote the density of optical storage. The result

indicates that it is possible to perform polarization

holography at 632.8 nm accompanied by UV pre-

irradiation with this material.We are trying pres-
ently to mix SO-1 into another matrix to overcome

the drawback of the decrease of photo-induced

birefringence or diffraction efficiency after initial
increase. A more-detailed investigation seems to

be promising.
4. Conclusion

Photo-induced birefringence of PMMA

films containing 6 0-piperidino-1,3,3-trimethylspiro

[indolino-2,3 0-[3H]naphtha-[2,1-b][1,4]oxazine pre-
irradiated by UV light was related to the intensity

of the pumping light. A phenomenological model,

taking photo-isomerization and photo-orientation

intoaccount, is in goodagreementwith themeasure-

ments. The competition between the photo-orienta-

tionand thephoto-isomerization inducedbyHe–Ne

laser was exhibited after UV pre-irradiation. Polar-

ization holographic gratings were recorded by He–
Ne laser light at 632.8 nm accompanied by UV

pre-irradiation in PMMA films containing

spirooxazines.
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